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Abstract13
Obtaining meteoroid mass from head echo radar cross section depends on the assumed14
plasma density distribution around the meteoroid. An analytical model presented in Dimant15
and Oppenheim (2017) and simulation results presented in Sugar et al. (2018) suggest the16
plasma density distribution is significantly different than the spherically symmetric Gaussian17
distribution used to calculate meteoroid masses in many previous studies. However, these an-18
alytical and simulation results ignored the effects of electric and magnetic fields and assumed19
quasi-neutrality. This paper presents results from the first ever particle-in-cell simulations of20
head echo plasma that include electric and magnetic fields. The simulations show that the21
fields change the ion density distribution by less than ∼ 2% in the meteor head echo region,22
but the electron density distribution changes by up to tens of percent depending on the elec-23
tron energies and magnetic field orientation with respect to the meteoroid path.24
1 Introduction25
When a meteoroid enters the Earth’s atmosphere, collisions with atmospheric molecules26
heat the meteoroid’s surface. Neutral particles ablate from the meteoroid surface once the27
surface temperature reaches the sublimation point of the constituent materials. These ablated28
particles experience high energy collisions with atmospheric particles and can ionize, cre-29
ating a dense plasma around the meteoroid. High power large aperture (HPLA) radars, such30
as the Jicamarca Radio Observatory, ALTAIR, and PFISR, detect this plasma as a head echo31
[Chau and Woodman, 2004; Close et al., 2002; Janches and Revelle, 2005].32
HPLA radars can detect multiple head echoes a second, enabling the collection of a33
vast data set of head echoes to better understand meteoroid properties such as mass, density,34
and composition. However, it is vital to have an accurate model of the plasma that produces a35
head echo in order to estimate such properties. Previous studies that use head echoes to cal-36
culate meteoroid mass assume a spherically symmetric Gaussian plasma distribution [Close37
et al., 2005; Dyrud and Janches, 2008; Campbell-Brown et al., 2012; Zinn et al., 2011].38
However, this distribution has not been validated by analytical or empirical evidence. Mar-39
shall et al. [2017] shows that the choice of the plasma distribution shape can cause the calcu-40
lated electron line density (and therefore the meteoroid mass) to change by a factor of 3 for41
a head echo with a set radar cross section (RCS). This is a large source of error and demon-42
strates the necessity for a validated head echo plasma density model.43
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A recently purposed analytical model (the DO model) validated with numerical sim-44
ulations suggests a more complex and spherically asymmetric plasma distribution than the45
spherically symmetric Gaussian distributions used in the past [Dimant and Oppenheim,46
2017a,b; Sugar et al., 2018]. However, the DO model assumes that electric and magnetic47
fields have a negligible effect on the ion motion and can be ignored. This paper relaxes that48
assumption and presents particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations to study the effects electric and49
magnetic fields on the head echo plasma. The DO model also assumes quasi-neutrality,50
thereby approximating the electron distribution with the ion distribution. Simulations pre-51
sented in this paper do not assume quasi-neutrality and track electrons and ions separately.52
The results presented in this paper, as well as the DO model, describe the head echo53
region of a meteor and not the meteor trail. The head echo region contains dense plasma that54
travels with the parent meteoroid, while the trail consists of a less dense plasma that remains55
in the wake of the meteoroid. Because the head echo moves with the meteoroid, it is limited56
to a small region of a few λT , the average distance an ablated particle travels from the mete-57
oroid before colliding with an atmospheric molecule,58
λT =
VT
nAσU
, (1)
where VT is the thermal velocity of the ablated neutral atoms, nA is the atmospheric num-59
ber density, σ is the collisional cross section, and U is the meteoroid speed. Beyond a few60
λT , an ablated particle has a significantly different velocity than the parent meteoroid due61
to momentum exchanging collisions with the background atmosphere and will generally be62
significantly behind the meteoroid rather than in the head echo region. For the purposes of63
this paper, we define the head echo region (or near-meteoroid region) to be within 3λT of64
the meteoroid center because the vast majority of ablated particles beyond 3λT would have65
experienced multiple collisions with atmospheric particles and therefore have significantly66
different velocities than the meteoroid.67
2 Simulations68
We used the Electrostatic Parallel Particle-in-Cell simulator (EPPIC) to run our sim-69
ulations using the Stampede2 system accessed through XSEDE [Oppenheim et al., 2008;70
Oppenheim and Dimant, 2013; Towns et al., 2014]. EPPIC is a standard electrostatic PIC71
simulator: charge density is calculated on a grid over the simulation domain; the potential at72
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each grid point is calculated via Poisson’s equation,73
∇2φ = − ρ
0
, (2)
where φ is the potential, ρ is the charge density, and 0 is the permittivity of free space; the74
electric field, −→E , is calculated at each particle’s position; and each particle’s velocity, −→v is75
updated using the Lorentz force,76
−→
∆v =
q
m
(−→
E + −→v × −→B
)
∆t, (3)
where m is the particle mass, q is the particle charge, −→B is the magnetic field, and ∆t is the77
simulation time step. Finally, each particle’s position, −→r is updated using78
−→
∆r = −→v ∆t . (4)
EPPIC also includes collision physics, allowing velocity changes as well the creation79
of ions and electrons in the event of ionizing collisions. Collisions are described in detail in80
Section 2.4.81
2.1 Parameters82
The simulations track three types of particles: ablated meteoroid neutrals, electrons,83
and ions. The electron mass is set to ten times the real electron mass to reduce the com-84
putational cost of simulations. Artificially increasing the electron mass is a typical method85
used in PIC codes to resolve both ion and electron dynamics in a single simulation [Bret and86
Dieckmann, 2010]. Each simulation particle represents 2000 real particles. The background87
atmospheric neutrals are not modeled as individual particles, but rather as a constant uniform88
density of nA. This model is valid because both the simulation domain size and the distance89
the meteoroid will travel during the simulation duration are much less than the scale height90
of the atmosphere at 100 km. The simulation is in the meteoroid’s frame of reference, so91
atmospheric particles are moving at −−→U = 40zˆ km/s. The simulation uses a Cartesian coor-92
dinate system defined as follows (unless otherwise specified): zˆ points along the meteoroid93
path behind the meteoroid, xˆ points in the direction of the magnetic field, and xˆ × yˆ = zˆ. The94
above and other critical simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.95
2.2 Initialization97
The simulation is initialized with a nighttime ionosphere at 100 km altitude by plac-98
ing relatively cold (380 K) and low density (nI = 1.9 × 109 m−3) ions and electrons in the99
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters96
Parameter Value Units
Simulation Electron Mass (me) 9.1 × 10−30 kg
Simulation Ion Mass (mi) 3.8 × 10−26 kg
Magnetic Field (−→B ) 4.0 × 10−5 xˆ T
Elementary Charge (q) 1.6 × 10−19 C
Grid (nx × ny × nz) 512 × 512 × 512 points
Grid Size (∆x = ∆y = ∆z) 0.005 m
Time Step (∆t) 2 × 10−8 s
Atmospheric Number Density (nA) 1019 m−3
Atmospheric Particle (N2)Mass (mA) 4.7 × 10−26 kg
Ionosphere Plasma Density (nI ) 1.9 × 109 m−3
Ionosphere Electron Thermal Velocity (VTI e ) 1.96 × 104 m/s
Ionosphere Ion Thermal Velocity (VTI i ) 303.4 m/s
Meteoroid Speed (U) 40, 000 m/s
Meteoroid Radius (rm) 1 × 10−4 m
Ablated Particle Thermal Velocity (VTm) 951 m/s
Ablated Particle (Na) Mass (mm) 3.8 × 10−26 kg
Ablation Rate (C) 2.5 × 1010 simulation particles/s
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domain. The particle positions are sampled from a uniform random distribution, and the ith100
velocity component, Vi , is sampled from a Gaussian distribution:101
Vi ∼ 1√
2piVTI p
e
− (Vi−Vdi )
2
2V 2
TI p , (5)
where Vdi is the drift velocity component in the ith direction, and VTI p is the ionospheric102
thermal velocity for a particle (either an electron (VTI e ) or ion (VTI i )), constant in all di-103
rections. The subscript I is used to distinguish between ionospheric charged particles and104
charged particles resulting from ionizing collisions. We model the meteoroid as a spherically105
symmetric source of ablated neutral particles placed at the origin with radius rm and creation106
rate C.107
2.3 Boundary Conditions108
There are two types of boundary conditions to consider. The first is a particle bound-109
ary, which determines what happens to a particle that crosses a domain boundary, and the110
second is a field boundary, which specifies the boundary conditions used when solving for111
the potential (equation 2). The simulation uses both periodic and open particle boundaries.112
Particles that cross a periodic boundary are injected at the opposite side, while particles that113
cross an open boundary are deleted. At every open boundary there is a constant stream of114
particles injected into the domain to simulate the ionosphere plasma outside of the simula-115
tion domain. The number of particles to inject, N , at each time step is116
N = AΦ∆t, (6)
where A is the area of the injection boundary, and Φ is the flux of particles entering the do-117
main through the boundary. An injected particle’s position on the injection plane is sampled118
from a uniform random distribution and then is advanced by a time step of a∆t, where a is a119
random number sampled from a uniform distribution between [0, 1]. The particle’s velocity120
components parallel to the injection plane are sampled from a Gaussian distribution (equa-121
tion 5) and the velocity component perpendicular to the injection plane, V⊥, is sampled from122
a Gaussian flux distribution,123
V⊥ ∼ V⊥
VT Ip
©­«
√
pi
2Vd⊥
(
1 + erf
(
Vd⊥√
2VT I p
))
+ VT Ipe
−V2
d⊥
2V 2
T I p
ª®¬
e
− (V⊥−Vd⊥)
2
2V2
T I p , (7)
where Vd⊥ is the drift velocity component in the direction perpendicular to the boundary,124
and erf is the error function. The perpendicular velocity component must be sampled from a125
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Gaussian flux rather than a Gaussian distribution because more particles with high perpen-126
dicular velocity components will cross the boundary than particles with low perpendicular127
velocity components in a single time step. For example, if VT was sampled from a Gaus-128
sian distribution, then there would be some particles injected with a 0 perpendicular veloc-129
ity component. However, a particle with a 0 perpendicular velocity component would never130
cross the injection plane and therefore should not be injected into the domain. Sampling V⊥131
from a Gaussian flux distribution solves this problem and gives the correct result.132
Given unlimited computational resources, a meteor head echo plasma would be best133
modeled with all open particle boundaries. However, periodic particle boundaries improve134
the simulation speed and do not drastically affect the near-meteoroid results if the periodic135
boundary planes are parallel to the meteor path (zˆ) and sufficiently far from the meteoroid136
center. For this reason, only the ±zˆ particle boundaries are open and the ±xˆ and ±yˆ bound-137
aries are periodic and placed over 15λT from the meteoroid center. This models multiple138
meteors moving in parallel next to each other and the z axis. Because the boundaries are far139
away from the meteoroid and the atmospheric neutrals are moving fast in the zˆ direction, a140
particle originating in the near-meteoroid region that travels across a periodic boundary will141
experience many collisions and be far behind the near-meteoroid region. Therefore, we con-142
sider the periodic ±xˆ and ±yˆ particle boundaries to be sufficiently far away from the mete-143
oroid and they should not have significant impact on the near-meteoroid region. We explore144
the effects of changing the domain size in Section 3.2.145
The field boundaries are assigned as follows. Boundaries normal to zˆ (the meteoroid146
path) are set to either Neumann (∇φBC = 0), Dirichlet, (φBC = 0), or periodic conditions.147
Boundaries normal to xˆ and yˆ are periodic in order to use a fast spectral field solver along the148
x and y dimensions. To most closely replicate a meteor, all field boundaries would be non-149
periodic, but fully non-periodic 3D solvers require an order of magnitude more computation150
time than the partially non-periodic spectral solvers. We explore the field boundary condition151
effects on the near-meteoroid results in Section 3.3.152
2.4 Collisions153
The simulations track three types of particles: ablated meteoroid neutral particles, ions,154
and electrons, all of which experience collisions with the background neutral atmospheric155
particles (denoted as n−n, i−n, and e−n respectively). We do not include collisions between156
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the tracked particles themselves because collisions with background atmospheric particles157
are much more frequent due to the over 5 orders of magnitude higher atmospheric particle158
density. The collision probability, Pcoll, of any tracked particle with an atmospheric neutral159
in a time step is160
Pcoll = 1 − exp(−nAσVrel∆t), (8)
where σ is the collisional cross section and Vrel is the relative velocity magnitude of the par-161
ticle and the background atmosphere.162
As in Dimant and Oppenheim [2017a,b], all n − n and i − n collisions are treated as163
elastic collisions. Even though n − n collisions are often ionizing, the energy in a collision164
is typically ∼ 200 eV, while the ionization energy is much less (∼ 5 eV for Na). Therefore,165
only a small percentage of the total collisional energy will be lost to ionization. Analysis in166
Section 5.3 of Sugar et al. [2018] shows that the i − n and n − n collisional cross sections are167
equal to within 1%, so we use the same Bronshten [1983] model used in Sugar et al. [2018]168
for both n − n and i − n collisional cross sections,169
σ = 5.61 × 10−19V−0.8rel , (9)
where Vrel is the relative velocity between the colliding particles in km/s and σ is the colli-170
sional cross section in m2.171
To determine whether an n − n collision will be ionizing rather than a simple mo-172
mentum transfer collision, we use the ionization probability model for Na in Vondrak et al.173
[2008]:174
β = 0.933(Vrel − 8.86)2V−1.94rel , (10)
where β is the probability the collision is ionizing and Vrel again has units of km/s. Meteor175
spectra show that singly ionized particles dominate meteor plasma, so we assume no i − n176
collisions are ionizing [Ceplecha et al., 1998].177
In the event of an n − n ionizing collision, we assume that the ablated meteoroid par-178
ticle is ionized rather than the atmospheric particle due to the lower ionization energy of Na179
compared to N2. The simulation deletes the ablated neutral particle and creates an Na+ ion180
and an electron at the collision location. We assume an elastic scattering model to set the ion181
velocity, while the electron velocity direction and magnitude in the center of mass frame are182
sampled from a random uniform distribution and a Gaussian distribution with standard devi-183
ation equal to 1 eV respectively. The choice of a sampling from a 1 eV Gaussian distribution184
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comes from work by Berry [1961] that studies the energy distribution of electrons originat-185
ing from neutral heavy particle ionizing collisions. Figure 4 of Berry [1961] shows electron186
energy distributions for neutral Argon-Argon collisions with collision energies ranging from187
300 eV to 3000 eV. The distributions are similar over all collisional energy ranges, with ap-188
proximately Gaussian electron energy distributions with standard deviation of ∼ 1 eV and189
slightly fatter tails than expected for a Gaussian. We explore the effect of different electron190
energy distributions in Section 3.4.191
Electron-neutral collisions are significantly different than i − n and n − n collisions.192
Experimental and theoretical results shown in Figure 7 of Frost and Phelps [1962] show the193
elastic collisional rates of electrons and N2 are orders of magnitude smaller than inelastic194
collision rates for 0.001-1 eV electron energies. Therefore, we model the energy loss of in-195
elastic collisions using the method outlined in Oppenheim et al. [2008] and Oppenheim and196
Dimant [2013], where electrons experience elastic collisions with neutrals that are a factor of197
50 less massive than the actual neutral particle. The e − n collisional cross section is deter-198
mined from linearly interpolating the electron-N2 collisional cross section curve reported in199
Figure 6 of Frost and Phelps [1962].200
2.5 External Electric Field201
The simulation domain is in the meteoroid’s frame of reference, but the magnetic field202
lines are stationary with respect to the Earth. Therefore, the magnetic field lines are moving203
with respect to the simulation domain’s frame of reference. The moving magnetic field, −→B ,204
produces an background electric field,
−→
E ′, that can be calculated using the Lorentz transfor-205
mation:206
−→
E ′ = γ
(−→
E − −→V B × −→B
)
− (γ − 1)
(−→
E · VˆB
)
VˆB, (11)
where −→V B is the magnetic field velocity in the meteoroid frame and γ is the Lorentz factor,207
γ =
1√
1 − ‖−→V B ‖2/c2
, (12)
where c is the speed of light. There is no externally applied electric field in the Earth’s frame208
of reference, so −→E = 0. Also, the meteoroid is not moving at relativistic speeds, so γ ≈ 1 and209
−→
E ′ ≈ −−→V B × −→B . (13)
In the simulations, −→V B = 4 × 104 zˆ m/s and −→B = 4 × 10−5 xˆ T, resulting in a net external field210
−→
E ′ = −1.6yˆ V/m.211
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2.6 Length and Time Scales212
To prevent numerical instabilities, the simulation should resolve relevant length and213
time scales: the gyroradii, gyrofrequency, plasma frequency, and Debye length. Also, parti-214
cles should not cross more than one grid cell in a single time step on average.215
The gyroradius, rg, is calculated using216
rg =
mV⊥
‖q‖B , (14)
where m is the particle mass, V⊥ is the velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic217
field, q is the particle’s charge, and B is the magnetic field magnitude. The magnetic field218
at 100 km altitude at mid-latitudes is approximately 40000 nT [Chulliat et al., 2015]. The219
particle population with the lowest gyroradii will have the lowest average mV⊥, i.e. the iono-220
spheric electron population. Setting V⊥ = VTie and m = me results in rg = 0.0279 m.221
The gyrofrequency, ωg, is calculated from222
ωg =
‖q‖B
m
. (15)
This gives an electron and ion gyrofrequency of 7.03 × 105 rad/s and 168 rad/s respectively.223
The plasma frequency,224
ωp =
√
nee2
me0
, (16)
changes with the electron density and will be different in the background ionosphere and225
in the near-meteoroid region. The ionosphere plasma density (nI ) and electron mass (me)226
reported in Table 1 result in ωp = 7.77 × 105 rad/s. In our simulations, the near-meteoroid227
region has a peak electron density of ∼ 1012 m−3 resulting in ωp = 1.78 × 107 rad/s.228
The Debye length, λD , is defined as229
λD =
√
kTe0
neq2
, (17)
where k Boltzmann’s constant, and Te is the electron temperature. Using kT = (3/2)meV2T ,230
where VT is the ionosphere electron thermal velocity (VT Ie), the ionosphere Debye length is231
0.031 m. We approximate the minimum Debye length of the near-meteoroid region by taking232
the peak electron density (∼ 1012 m−3) and assuming 1 eV electrons. This results in a 0.0074233
m Debye length, which is the smallest length scale we must resolve. Therefore, we set the234
grid cell size to ∆x = 0.005 m.235
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To ensure most particles do not cross more than a single grid cell in a time step, we236
divide the grid cell size by the fastest expected particle velocity. The fastest particles will237
be the 1 eV electrons generated from the ionizing collisions, resulting in a 4.6 × 10−8 sec,238
which is the smallest time scale we must resolve. There will be some electrons with energies239
greater than 1 eV in the tail of the Gaussian velocity distribution, so we set the time step ∆t =240
2 × 10−8 sec. This time step is adjusted accordingly when exploring the effects of higher241
electron energies in Section 3.4.242
3 Simulation Results243
In this section we present the results from multiple simulations. First, we present ev-244
idence that the simulations reach a steady state in the near-meteoroid region (r/λT < 3).245
Second, we investigate domain sizing effects and show that the domain size is sufficient to246
obtain reliable results in the near-meteoroid region. The next subsections explore how dif-247
ferent variables affect the head echo plasma. We use a simulation with Neumann-Neumann248
zˆ field boundaries and Table 1 parameters (−→B ⊥ −→U ) as a baseline and report the effects of249
changing one variable at a time. The final subsection compares the baseline simulation re-250
sults to the analytical DO model.251
3.1 Steady State252
Because the simulation domain is significantly larger than the near-meteoroid region,253
achieving a steady state solution for the entire domain would take excessive amounts of com-254
putation time. Rather than achieving a steady state for the entire domain, we report the sim-255
ulation results once an approximate steady state is achieved for the near-meteoroid region.256
Figure 1 shows the number of neutrals, ions, and electrons within the near-meteoroid re-257
gion as a function of time. We consider a simulation to reach steady state once the number258
of near-meteoroid electrons changes by less than 0.03% in 1.5× 10−5 sec (shown as a vertical259
dashed green line in Figure 1). This cutoff was chosen because the number of near-meteoroid260
particles is close to the asymptote and a consistent time is necessary to compare different261
simulations.262
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Figure 1. The number of simulation electrons (blue), ions (red), and ablated neutrals (black) in the near-
meteoroid region as a function of time for the baseline simulation (Table 1 parameters with Neumann-
Neumann zˆ field boundaries). Ion and electron populations are on the left y axis, while neutrals correspond to
the right y axis. The vertical dashed green line corresponds to the point where the number of near-meteoroid
electrons changes by less than 0.03% in 1.5 × 10−5 sec and the approximate near-meteoroid steady state is
achieved.
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3.2 Domain Size269
To ensure the simulation domain size is large enough to produce reliable results in the270
near-meteoroid region, we run three simulations of different domain sizes and see if steady271
state results converge as the domain size increases. Each simulation runs with the Table 1 pa-272
rameters except with different nx , ny , and nz . The "small" simulation has nx = ny = nz =273
128, a cube with 7.90λT sides; the "medium" simulation has nx = ny = nz = 256, a cube274
with 15.79λT sides; and the "large" simulation has nx = ny = nz = 512, a cube with 31.58λT275
sides. We expect the boundaries to significantly impact the ion and electron density distri-276
butions for the small simulation because the entire near-meteoroid region barely fits inside277
the domain. As explained in Section 2.3, the periodic particle boundaries simulate an infi-278
nite number of meteors moving parallel to each other. If the boundaries are not sufficiently279
far from the meteoroid center, then the parallel meteor particle distributions will overlap and280
result in artificially high particle densities.281
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The boundary effects are apparent in Figure 2, which shows the ion (top row) and elec-282
tron (bottom row) densities along three different contours for the three simulations. The three283
contours are: along the meteor path ahead of the meteoroid (left column), along a line per-284
pendicular to the meteoroid path that passes through the meteoroid (middle column), and285
along the meteoroid path behind the meteoroid (right columns). These three contours (ahead,286
perpendicular, and behind) will be used to explore the effects of other parameters in upcom-287
ing sections. The contours perpendicular to the meteor path show data that have been axially288
averaged about the meteor path. Even though the densities are not axially symmetric, the ax-289
ial averaging is done to present a low-noise parameter for comparing different simulations.290
There are two main contributions to the noise, small number of PIC particles and small num-291
ber of grid cells used to calculate the density. Each data point for the contours along the me-292
teor path is calculated from a single grid cell, while the data points for the contour perpen-293
dicular to the meteor path are calculated from the axially averaged density at multiple grid294
cells. As r/λT increases along the perpendicular contour, more grid cells are used in the ax-295
ial average. However, as z/λT increases for the contours along the meteor path, the density296
is still calculated from a single grid cell and the number of PIC particles decreases. This297
causes the noise to increase with distance from the meteoroid center for the contours along298
the meteor path (low number of particles and low number of grid cells) and the noise to re-299
main small even at large distances from the meteoroid center for the perpendicular contour300
(low number of particles but large number of grid cells).301
Figure 2 shows how the simulation results change with domain size and converge to a308
solution as the domain becomes larger. The left plots show little difference in ion and elec-309
tron densities along the meteor path ahead of the meteoroid between the three simulations.310
This is likely due to the steep falloff in ion and electron density as the distance from the me-311
teoroid increases in front of the meteoroid. At around z/λt = −3, the ion density approx-312
imately equals the ionosphere plasma density (nI = 1.9 × 109 m3). However, the ion and313
electron densities are significantly higher than nI for r/λT > 2 along the perpendicular con-314
tour (middle plots) and for z/λT > 3 behind the meteor (right plots). This suggests that the315
small domain boundaries are not sufficiently far away from the meteoroid center and there is316
significant overlap between the parallel meteor particle distributions in the half-space behind317
the meteor.318
A clear trend of the error caused by a finite domain size is that the error increases as319
the distance to the boundaries decreases. This phenomenon can be seen in Figure 3, which320
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Figure 3. The percent difference between the small-large (blue), small-medium (black), and medium-large
(red) sized simulations of electron densities (solid lines) and ion densities (dashed lines) along the perpendic-
ular contour. The percent difference increases as distance to the boundary decreases for the small-large and
small-medium lines, but not for the medium-large.
328
329
330
331
shows the electron (solid lines) and ion (dashed lines) density percent difference between all321
combinations of the small, medium, and large simulations along the perpendicular contour322
(small-large difference in blue, small-medium difference in black, and medium-large differ-323
ence in red). Because the boundaries significantly effect the small domain, the black and blue324
lines show increasing percent difference as r/λT approaches the boundary. The red lines do325
not show this trend, suggesting that the large simulation’s size is sufficient for the boundaries326
to have negligible effect on the near-meteoroid region.327
3.3 Field Boundary Effects332
To investigate field boundary condition effects, we run five simulations with the same333
parameters outlined in Table 1 but using different boundary conditions on the two bounding334
planes perpendicular to the meteoroid path (zˆ). The bounding plane perpendicular to zˆ in335
front of the meteoroid is called BP+ and the bounding plane perpendicular to zˆ behind the336
meteoroid is called BP−. The five different field boundary configurations are: Neumann-337
Neumann (∇φ = 0 on both BP+ and BP−), Neumann-Dirichlet (∇φ = 0 on BP+ and φ = 0 on338
BP−), Dirichlet-Neumann (φ = 0 on BP+ and ∇φ = 0 on BP−), Dirichlet-Dirichlet (φ = 0 on339
both BP+ and BP−), and periodic (φxy on BP+ = φxy on BP− for grid cells located at x, y).340
As stated in Section 2.3, the other four bounding planes are periodic.341
Figure 4 shows the electron density in the xz plane for the Neumann-Dirichlet (top342
left), Dirichlet-Neumann (top right), Dirichlet-Dirichlet (bottom left), and periodic simula-343
tions (bottom right). The Neumann-Neumann xz plane electron density is shown in the sec-344
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Figure 4. Electron densities in the xz plane for the Neumann-Dirichlet (top left), Dirichlet-Neumann (top
right), Dirichlet-Dirichlet (bottom left), and periodic (bottom right) field boundary conditions. The near-
meteoroid region (r/λT < 3) is inside the blue circle. Density values are in m−3.
352
353
354
ond from the right plot in the bottom row of Figure 11, and is very similar to the Neumann-345
Dirichlet plot. The ion distributions are not shown because they are similar across all five346
simulations. However, there are clear differences in the electron distributions between sim-347
ulations with and without a Neumann BP+ boundary. When the BP+ boundary is allowed to348
have a non-zero Ez (i.e. a non-Neumann field boundary), a wave-like electron density struc-349
ture is generated with wavefronts along zˆ and can be seen in the Figure 4 top, right, and bot-350
tom plots.351
These structures are likely due to a non-zero Ez along the boundary affecting the in-355
jected ionospheric electrons. As stated in Section 2.3, electrons and ions are injected across356
the BP+ and BP− open particle boundaries and the injected particle flux is calculated assum-357
ing an unperturbed ionosphere. This assumption is violated when there is a non-zero Ez at358
the boundary, causing an injection of an incorrect number of particles for non-Neumann BP+359
boundary conditions. The electron density wave structures are not seen in the Neumann-360
Dirichlet simulation even though there is a non-Neumann BP− boundary because very few361
particles are injected across the BP− boundary. The fast atmosphere velocity in the zˆ direc-362
tion causes the particle flux (Φ in Equation 6) into the domain across BP− to be two orders of363
magnitude smaller than across BP+.364
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While the field boundary conditions have a clear impact on the far-meteoroid region,365
they have relatively little impact on the near-meteoroid region. Figure 5 shows ion and elec-366
tron densities along the front, perpendicular, and back contours for the different boundary367
condition simulations. The ion distributions are not significantly impacted by the boundary368
conditions and the differences are within the noise. However, there are some slight differ-369
ences outside of the noise in the electron distribution perpendicular contour (bottom-middle370
plot). The Dirichlet-Neumann simulation has the largest percent difference with the baseline371
(Neumann-Neumann) simulation: 11.94% at r/λT = 9.07, which is far outside the near-372
meteoroid region. Inside the near-meteoroid region, the Dirichlet-Neumann simulation also373
has the largest percent difference with the baseline simulation, -7.79% at r/λT = 2.90. The374
electron density at r/λT = 2.90 is two orders of magnitude smaller than the peak electron375
density at the meteoroid center, so a -7.79% difference at r/λT = 2.90 will not have a signif-376
icant impact on meteoroid mass determination assuming the difference has a negligible affect377
the head echo RCS.378
3.4 Electron Energies388
We run three different simulations to explore the effect of the model used to assign389
electron energies after an ionizing collision. The three simulations use the Table 1 param-390
eters, with the only difference being the energy model used to assign velocity to electrons391
created from ionizing collisions. The first simulation uses the 1 eV distribution described392
in Section 2.4, the second uses a 5 eV distribution, and the third uses a 10 eV distribution.393
Figure 6 shows the ion (top row) and electron (bottom row) densities along the usual front,394
perpendicular, and back contours, and Figure 7 shows the charge density on a zoomed in395
portion of the yz (left column), xz, (middle column) and xy (right column) planes for the396
three different simulations (1 eV on the top row, 5 eV on the middle row, and 10 eV on the397
bottom row). The Figure 6 plots show that a changing electron energy model has no notice-398
able effect on the ion distributions, but a significant effect on the electron distributions in the399
near-meteoroid region: as the electron energy increases, the electron density decreases for400
r/λT < 1. Because the ion density remains relatively constant between the simulations, the401
reduced electron density in the near meteoroid region creates a pocket of positive charge den-402
sity that can be seen in Figure 7. As the electron energy increases, the positive charge density403
region becomes larger.404
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Figure 5. The ion (top row) and electron (bottom row) densities along three different contours for sim-
ulations with different boundary conditions along the two bounding planes perpendicular to the meteoroid
path (zˆ). The Neumann-Neumann, Neumann-Dirichlet, Dirichlet-Neumann, Dirichlet-Dirichlet, and periodic
results are in blue, black, red, cyan, and magenta respectively. The left plots show densities on a contour along
the meteoroid path ahead of the meteoroid; the middle plots show axially averaged (about the meteoroid path)
densities on a contour perpendicular to the meteoroid path that passes through the meteoroid center; and the
right plots show densities on a contour along the meteoroid path behind the meteoroid. Not all colors are
visible on every plot because the different simulations produce similar densities and the lines are on top of
each other.
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Figure 6. The ion (top row) and electron (bottom row) densities along three different contours for simu-
lations using different electron energy models. The 1 eV, 5 eV, and 10 eV electron energy results are in blue,
black, and red respectively. The left plots show densities on a contour along the meteoroid path ahead of the
meteoroid; the middle plots show axially averaged (about the meteoroid path) densities on a contour perpen-
dicular to the meteoroid path that passes through the meteoroid center; and the right plots show densities on a
contour along the meteoroid path behind the meteoroid.
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The charge imbalance causes a positive potential to build in the near-meteoroid region414
and can be seen in Figure 8, a plot of the potential along the meteor path for the three differ-415
ent electron energy simulations. The potential difference between the center of the meteoroid416
and where the meteoroid path crosses the BP+ boundary for the 1 eV, 5 eV, and 10 eV simu-417
lations is 0.39 V, 1.17 V, and 1.58 V respectively, while the potential difference between the418
meteoroid center and where the meteoroid path crosses the BP− boundary is 0.71 V, 1.93 V,419
and 2.19 V respectively. For each simulation, the electron thermal energy is larger than the420
peak potential difference between the meteoroid center and either the front or back bound-421
aries. This allows significant numbers of electrons to escape the potential well and contribute422
to the charge imbalance in the near-meteoroid region. Also, as the electron energy increases,423
the ratio of peak potential difference to electron energy decreases. This means that as the424
electron energy increases, a higher percentage of electrons will escape the near-meteoroid425
region resulting in a larger charge imbalance.426
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Figure 7. The charge density in Coulomb/m3 in the yz (left column), xz (middle column), and xy column
(right column) for the 1 eV (top row), 5 eV (middle row), and 10 eV (bottom row) electron model simulations.
The near-meteoroid range is inside the blue circle.
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Figure 8. The potential along the meteor path for simulations with different electron energies. The 1 eV, 5
eV, and 10 eV results are in blue, black, and red respectively.
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There are two factors that could contribute to the charge imbalance. The first is the429
high velocity electrons move away from the meteoroid faster than the ions. The second is430
that the electrons are magnetized and the ions are not (the electron gyroradius is much smaller431
than their mean free path, while the ion gyroradius is much larger than their mean free path),432
and the background electric field due to the Lorentz transform causes magnetized particles to433
−→
E × −→B drift behind the meteor. Therefore, electrons −→E × −→B drift while ions do not, further434
contributing to the charge imbalance near the meteoroid. The former seems to have more im-435
pact than the latter since the −→E × −→B drift is equal across the three simulations, while the elec-436
tron energy (i.e. thermal velocity) varies. Figures 6 and 7 show that the region of electron437
depletion increases as the electron thermal velocity increases. Also, the electron depletion438
region in the yz and xz planes is roughly circular and centered on the origin. If the −→E × −→B439
drift were the main cause of the charge imbalance, we would expect the positive charge re-440
gion to be elongated and shifted in the zˆ direction.441
3.5 Magnetic Field442
We run four simulations to investigate the effects of a background magnetic field on443
the plasma. All four use the parameters in Table 1 except for the orientation and magnitude444
of −→B . The first simulation uses the magnetic field in Table 1 which is oriented perpendicular445
to the meteor path (−→B = Bxˆ), the second has the magnetic field pointed 45◦ to the meteor446
path with components along xˆ and zˆ, the third has the magnetic field along zˆ (parallel to the447
meteor path), and the fourth has no magnetic field (−→B = 0). Figure 9 shows the ion (top448
row) and electron (bottom row) densities along the usual contours for the four simulations.449
Similar to the field boundary conditions and electron energy models, the existence and ori-450
entation of −→B does not have a noticeable effect on the ion distribution. This makes sense be-451
cause the ions are not magnetized. However, the electrons are magnetized and −→B does have452
an effect on the electron distributions. Figure 10 shows the electron density percent differ-453
ence between the different −→B orientation simulations and the baseline simulation along the454
perpendicular contour.455
There are two main differences in the electron distributions. The first is that the par-464
allel −→B simulation has higher electron densities for contours along the meteor path in the465
far-meteoroid region than the other simulations (see bottom left and bottom right plots of466
Figure 9). This is likely due to a combination of magnetized electrons that are constrained to467
move along −→B and the lack of an external −→E from the Lorentz transformation for the parallel468
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Figure 9. The ion (top row) and electron (bottom row) densities along four different contours for simula-
tions with different background magnetic fields. The −→B ⊥ zˆ, −→B ∠45◦ zˆ, −→B ‖ zˆ, and −→B = 0 results are in blue,
black, red, and cyan respectively. The left plots show densities on a contour along the meteoroid path ahead
of the meteoroid; the middle plots show densities on a contour perpendicular to the meteoroid path that passes
through the meteoroid center; and the right plots show densities on a contour along the meteoroid path behind
the meteoroid.
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−→
B simulation. The external −→E in the −→B ⊥ zˆ and −→B ∠45◦ zˆ causes electrons to −→E × −→B drift and469
have their guiding centers move across magnetic field lines. Without the external −→E , elec-470
tron guiding centers are restricted to a single magnetic field line. The meteoroid surface is471
the largest source of electrons because that is where the ablated neutral density is the high-472
est. Therefore, a high number of ionizing collisions that generate free electrons occur near473
the origin. The guiding center of these electrons are stuck to the magnetic field line along the474
z axis for the parallel −→B simulation, causing a elevated number of electrons along the mete-475
oroid path compared to the other three simulations. Another way to explain this is that in the476
Earth’s frame of reference, the meteoroid is moving along a single magnetic field line in the477
parallel −→B simulation and across multiple magnetic field lines in the −→B ⊥ zˆ and −→B ∠45◦ zˆ478
simulations. The guiding centers of electrons created from ionizing collisions near the me-479
teoroid center are restricted to a single field line rather than spread across multiple field lines480
for the −→B ⊥ zˆ and −→B ∠45◦ zˆ simulations.481
The second major difference in electron distributions can be seen in Figure 10, where482
the percent difference between the −→B ‖ zˆ and baseline simulation electron densities along the483
perpendicular contour between 1 < r/λT < 8 is often above 5% and reaches a maximum of484
12.8%. There is an even larger difference between the −→B ‖ zˆ and −→B ∠45◦ zˆ simulations with485
a maximum percent difference of 17.37% at r/λT = 1.36. We currently do not have an ex-486
planation for these differences, but they suggest it is important to take into consideration the487
effects of magnetic field orientation if using the electron distribution for modeling meteoroid488
mass from head echo RCS.489
3.6 Comparison to Analytical and No Fields Solution490
The ion and electron density distributions for the simulation run with the Table 1 pa-491
rameters (the “fields simulation"), the ion density distributions for the DO model, and a492
simulation run without electric or magnetic fields (the “no fields" simulation) are shown in493
Figure 11. Because the DO model and the no fields simulation are axially symmetric about494
the meteoroid path axis (zˆ) and assume quasi-neutrality, we axially average the ion densi-495
ties (which are equivalent to electron densities because of quasi-neutrality) about zˆ. The re-496
sults from the simulation with electric and magnetic fields are not axially symmetric, so we497
present the ion and electron densities on the xy plane and the yz plane that contain the me-498
teoroid center. Despite the lack of axial symmetry in the “fields simulation", we also show499
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Figure 11. Ion (top row) and electron (bottom row)density distributions for the analytical solution, the
simulations without electric or magnetic fields, and the simulation with electric and magnetic fields. The left
most column shows the plasma densities given by the DO analytical model model on the top and the no-field
simulation results on the bottom. Note that the DO model and the no-field simulation assume quasi-neutrality
so the ion and electron densities are the same. The rest of the plots show data from the baseline simulation,
i.e. the simulation with electric and magnetic fields and Table 1 parameters. The second from the left column
shows the axially averaged density averaged about the meteoroid path for ions on the top and electrons on
the bottom. The second from the right column shows the particle densities in the xz plane containing the
meteoroid center. The right most column shows the particle densities in the yz plane containing the meteoroid
center. The near-meteoroid region (r/λT < 3) is inside the blue circle.
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the axially averaged ion and electron densities for comparison with the DO model and the no500
fields simulation.501
There are many interesting aspects to the data in Figure 11. The top row and the bot-512
tom left plot show the ion densities of the DO model, no fields simulation, and the fields sim-513
ulation are remarkably similar, suggesting that the DO model’s assumption that ion motion514
is not significantly affected by electric or magnetic fields is correct. The fields simulation’s515
electron distribution is also similar to the DO model and no fields simulation, but there is an516
axial asymmetry in the far-meteoroid region noticeable in the yz plane (bottom right plot).517
This asymmetry is likely due to the external −→E = −1.6yˆ V/m. Even though the electrons518
are magnetized, they still experience collisions with atmospheric neutrals on a spatial scale519
longer than their gyroradius but smaller than the simulation domain. The net effect of col-520
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Figure 12. The percent difference of the axially averaged ion (left) and electron (right) densities between
the no field and field simulations with parameters in Table 1. The percent difference, PD, is calculated from
PD = 100(n f − nnf )/n f , where n f is the particle density for the field simulation and nnf is the particle
density for the no field simulation. Since there are larger differences in the electron distribution, the electron
plot’s color ranges from ±20% and the ion plot’s color ranges from just ±5%. The near-meteoroid region
(r/λT < 3) is inside the blue circle.
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538
lisions and the external electric field is a slight electron Pedersen drift in the +yˆ direction,521
disrupting the axial symmetry of the DO model and the no fields simulation.522
Figure 12 shows the percent difference of the particle densities axially averaged about523
the meteor path between the no field simulation and the baseline field simulation. We show524
the axially averaged values because there is too much noise in the xz and yz plane cross sec-525
tions. The top left highlights how the ion density distribution is hardly affected by the fields,526
with a maximum percent difference of ∼ 2% in the near meteoroid region (ignoring the large527
fluctuations due to noise along r = 0). However, the right plot shows much larger electron528
differences, with a maximum difference of up to ∼ 20% in the near meteoroid region (again,529
ignoring the large fluctuations due to noise along r = 0). Also, the differences in the near-530
meteoroid ion densities do not have structure and appear to be mainly due to noise, while the531
near-meteoroid electron density differences have a clear structure.532
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4 Discussion and Conclusions539
The simulations reported in this paper further develop the plasma density model for540
small meteors reported in Dimant and Oppenheim [2017a,b] and numerically tested in Sugar541
et al. [2018] by investigating the effects of magnetic and electric fields. These simulations542
are the first published PIC simulations of a meteor head echo that include electric and mag-543
netic fields and resolve all appropriate length and time scales. We validated the simulations544
by investigating the effects of boundary conditions, domain size, and electron energy mod-545
els. The results show ion distribution is largely unaffected by the background magnetic field546
or electric fields generated by the plasma, while the electron distribution is affected by both547
magnetic and electric fields.548
We examined how the electron distribution is affected by two parameters, the model549
used to assign electron energies after ionizing collisions and the background magnetic field550
orientation with respect to the meteor path. By varying the energies of electrons created via551
ionization, we showed a region of positive charge near the meteoroid that grows as the elec-552
tron energies increase. We also showed that the −→B orientation effects the electron distribu-553
tion in both the near and far meteoroid regions. There is a clear axial asymmetry when −→B is554
perpendicular to the meteor path.555
Nevertheless, the fact that the reported ion distributions remain so similar to the no556
field simulations despite the different electron distributions is further evidence in support of557
the DO model’s assumption that magnetic and electric fields have negligible impact on ion558
distribution. The simulations also support the results of Dimant and Oppenheim [2017a,b]559
and Sugar et al. [2018] in that the plasma densities in the meteor head region are signifi-560
cantly different than the spherically symmetric Gaussian distributions used to estimate me-561
teoroid mass from head echo observations. Future work will be done to determine the radio562
wave scattering characteristics of the plasma density distributions reported in this paper and563
determine whether the ion and electron density distributions result in different RCS values.564
This will enable RCS calculations and comparisons for different plasma distributions, and565
therefore a direct comparison of meteoroid mass estimates and the associated errors between566
these new plasma distributions and the spherically symmetric Gaussian distributions used in567
previous studies.568
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